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Introduction 

Urban areas in the Urban Patterns dataset are delineated using a definition based on 
the current Census Urbanized Area definition. The Urban Patterns delineation uses a 
different and distinct definition of the built-up urban territory for large metropolitan areas 
using housing unit counts with census tracts as the basic building blocks. Nevertheless, 
the fact that the definition is patterned on that used to delineate Urbanized Areas raises 
an obvious question about the extent to which the two definitions produce areas of 
similar size and characteristics.

This document compares the land areas and population densities of the urban areas in 
the Urban Patterns dataset and the Census Urbanized Areas. While populations, 
housing units, and housing unit densities could also be compared, the focus is on the 
spatial extent of the areas and the overall population densities. Populations and housing 
units vary together with the sizes of the areas, are very highly correlated between the 
two types of areas, and to the extent that they vary between the types of areas, the 
differences largely reflect differences in the spatial extent of the areas. Population and 
housing unit densities are highly correlated for each type of area so the examination of 
one provides results mirroring the other. Since population density is more often used in 
characterizing Urbanized Areas, this measure is used here.

The first comparisons are between the urban areas defined for 2010 in the original 
Urban Patterns dataset and the 2010 Urbanized Areas covering the comparable 
territories. This led to the identification of numbers of areas where the urban area was 
much larger than the Urbanized Area. Visual examination showed that in some of the 
cases, especially those that were most extreme, these urban areas had 1 or 2 very 
large census tracts that were nearly completely outside the Urbanized Area boundary. 
This led to consideration of a revised definition of the urban areas that excluded some 
very large tracts. The second comparisons are between these revised urban areas for 
2010 and the 2010 Urbanized Areas. Because the presence of larger tracts near the 
periphery could make the urban area delineation less precise, it seemed possible that 
the correspondence of the urban areas with the Urbanized Areas would be closer in 
earlier years. The third and fourth set of analyses compares the 2000 and 1990 urban 
areas with the 2000 and 1990 Urbanized Areas.

The original intent of these analyses had been to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
urban area definition in delineating areas that appropriately represented the built-up 
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portions of metropolitan areas. The major conclusion, however, is that the analyses 
demonstrate the limitations of the census Urbanized Area delineations.

Data Preparation

For each of the comparisons, data on the area and population (and in some cases, 
housing units) were assembled for the urban areas and the corresponding Urbanized 
Areas for each of the 59 areas in the dataset. For the urban areas, this simply consisted 
of selecting the tracts designated urban in the given year and aggregating the area and 
population for those tracts.

For the Urbanized Area data, significant numbers of the urban areas included 2 or more 
Urbanized Areas. This included not only some of the areas with multiple urban centers 
but single-centered areas in which the urban areas extended beyond the central 
Urbanized Area to include the territories of nearby Urbanized Areas. The specific 
Urbanized Areas involved varied with each census year.

The Urbanized Areas included in the territories of the urban areas were determined as 
follows: Urbanized Areas were selected that intersected the set of tracts constituting the 
urban areas. This was then manually checked and a few Urbanized Areas that had only 
a small portion of their areas within the urban area and with the remainder outside the 
metropolitan area were excluded. The identifying information for the CSAs/MSAs were 
spatially joined to the Urbanized Areas and corrections were made for those situations 
where the Urbanized Areas intersected two CSAs or MSAs. This produced a list of the 
Urbanized Areas within each of the metropolitan areas.

Data for the Urbanized Areas for at least land area and population were obtained for the 
Urbanized Areas in 1990, 2000, and 2010 (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1992, 2002, 
2012). These data were combined with the list of Urbanized Areas within the 
metropolitan areas. The results were aggregated to the metropolitan areas and were 
combined with the urban area data.

Several false starts were made. The first time, total areas calculated from the Urbanized 
Area features were used. During analysis, it was realized that the Urban Patterns 
dataset correctly used the land areas of the tracts from the census, so this had to be 
done for the Urbanized Areas as well. Then, when attempting to make the changes 
excluding very large tracts to go from the first to the second analysis, it was discovered 
that there were over 50 tracts in the original dataset that were duplicates, with multiple 
records for multipart features. This was corrected as well.

Original 2010 Urbanized Area Analysis

The original plan was to compare the 2010 urban areas that had been delineated with 
the 2010 Urbanized Areas. In the initial analyses, comparisons were made of area, 
population, housing units, population density, and housing unit density. It became clear 
that some of these comparisons added little to the analysis. Populations and housing 
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units were extremely highly correlated between the urban areas and the Urbanized 
Areas, with differences obviously attributable to differences in areas included. Analyses 
of housing unit densities essentially duplicated the findings obtained by considering 
population densities. So the decision was made to focus on differences in areas, which 
directly went to the spatial extent of the areas, and population densities, which are key 
measures of the urban pattern.

For each of the comparisons, four sets of analyses are reported. First are the summary 
statistics for the values for the Urbanized Areas and the urban areas, the differences 
between them, the percentage differences, and the absolute values of the percentage 
differences. Next are the correlations among these variables. These are followed by 
listings of the 10 areas with the lowest percentage differences and the 10 areas with the 
highest percentage differences.

These are the results for the land areas of the Urbanized Areas and urban areas for 
2010:

. summ areaua area10 areadiff areapdiff areaabpdiff 

    Variable |       Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+-------------------------------------------------------- 
      areaua |        59    958.0954     846.795     171.28    4453.58 
      area10 |        59     911.998    809.9524   187.7388    4352.46 
    areadiff |        59   -46.09742    101.5661  -499.9152   121.8801 
   areapdiff |        59   -5.335401    10.24537   -32.1521   20.58448 
 areaabpdiff |        59    8.758261    7.476308   .0727246    32.1521 

. corr areaua area10 areadiff areapdiff areaabpdiff 
(obs=59) 

             |   areaua   area10 areadiff areapd~f areaab~f 
-------------+--------------------------------------------- 
      areaua |   1.0000 
      area10 |   0.9935   1.0000 
    areadiff |  -0.4148  -0.3083   1.0000 
   areapdiff |   0.0589   0.1491   0.6982   1.0000 
 areaabpdiff |  -0.1859  -0.2492  -0.4370  -0.6523   1.0000 

. gsort + areapdiff 

. list areaname areaua area10 areapdiff in 1/10 

     +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                              areaname    areaua      area10   areapdiff | 
     |-------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |                             Knoxville    438.15   297.27556    -32.1521 | 
  2. |                            Birmingham     529.9    377.0829   -28.83886 | 
  3. |                Greenville-Spartanburg    593.84   423.88644   -28.61942 | 
  4. |                             Charlotte   1155.95   883.11297   -23.60284 | 
  5. | Greensboro--Winston-Salem--High Point    620.78   491.37716    -20.8452 | 
     |-------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. |                                 Tulsa    335.91   272.16408   -18.97708 | 
  7. |                                Tucson    353.46   289.76636   -18.02004 | 
  8. |            Salt Lake City-Ogden-Provo    664.41   558.87093   -15.88463 | 
  9. |                                Boston   3323.41   2823.4948   -15.04224 | 
 10. |                               El Paso    250.57   213.09352   -14.95649 | 
     +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
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. gsort - areapdiff 

. list areaname areaua area10 areapdiff in 1/10 

     +------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                              areaname    areaua      area10   areapd~f | 
     |------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |                            Sacramento    470.98   567.92879   20.58448 | 
  2. |                               Orlando    852.42   956.74837   12.23908 | 
  3. |                                Fresno    171.28   187.73876   9.609272 | 
  4. |                        Raleigh-Durham    699.88    766.9433    9.58211 | 
  5. |                             Las Vegas    416.84   453.80364   8.867585 | 
     |------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. | Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach   1543.36   1665.2401   7.897064 | 
  7. |                                Austin    523.03   564.08866   7.850148 | 
  8. |                   Tampa-St Petersburg   1115.46   1172.3747   5.102355 | 
  9. |                               Phoenix   1234.49   1296.5283   5.025427 | 
 10. |        San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose   1161.19   1218.6406   4.947565 | 
     +------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

The mean percentage difference in area is -5.3 percent. The fact that the urban areas 
tended to be somewhat smaller than the Urbanized Areas was not surprising, given that 
the use of blocks in delineating the Urbanized Area allows smaller areas of urban 
density settlement extending outward from the main body of the urban area to be 
included. The standard deviation was 10.2 percent. Percentage differences for the 
urban areas ranged from 32.2 percent less to 20.6 percent more.

Despite these somewhat large deviations, the correlation of area between the 
Urbanized Areas and urban areas was extremely high, 0.9935. Of course, a lot of this is 
due to the general correspondence of the overall sizes of the areas, with deviations 
from those sizes having a limited effect.

The 5 smallest percentage differences in areas—the urban areas being proportionately 
smaller than the Urbanized Areas—were in areas in the southeast that were mainly 
small. The next 5 were more widely scattered, but only Boston was a large area. That 
differences were generally greater for small areas was not surprising, given that small 
areas have a higher proportion of their tracts on the boundary, where they would be 
subject to differences in classification for tracts only partially urbanized. This may also 
explain Boston because that urban area, while large, has an extremely irregular 
boundary.

The areas with the greatest percentage differences were mostly medium to large areas, 
with a fair number located in the west and southwest. Sacramento has the greatest 
difference, with the urban area over 20 percent larger than the Urbanized Area.

Next is the comparable set of analyses for population density:
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. summ denpopua denpop10 denpopdiff denpoppdiff denpopabpdiff  

    Variable |       Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+-------------------------------------------------------- 
    denpopua |        59    2632.663    956.1821   1181.892   5814.959 
    denpop10 |        59    2533.501    883.3076   1247.207   5608.128 
  denpopdiff |        59   -99.16229     187.508  -732.7224   169.5193 
 denpoppdiff |        59   -3.029593    6.719752  -20.02151   11.98517 
denpopabpd~f |        59    5.645058    4.698473   .1888329   20.02151 

. corr denpopua denpop10 denpopdiff denpoppdiff denpopabpdiff  
(obs=59) 

             | denpopua denpop10 d~opdiff d~ppdiff denpopa~ 
-------------+--------------------------------------------- 
    denpopua |   1.0000 
    denpop10 |   0.9823   1.0000 
  denpopdiff |  -0.4719  -0.2985   1.0000 
 denpoppdiff |  -0.3072  -0.1353   0.9289   1.0000 
denpopabpd~f |   0.0158  -0.1331  -0.7074  -0.6611   1.0000 

. gsort + denpoppdiff 

. list areaname denpopua denpop10 denpoppdiff in 1/10 

     +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                              areaname   denpopua   denpop10   denpopp~f | 
     |-------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |                            Sacramento   3659.676   2926.953   -20.02151 | 
  2. |                        Raleigh-Durham   1761.006   1437.833   -18.35164 | 
  3. |                               Orlando   2354.187   1959.301   -16.77377 | 
  4. |                                Austin   2604.852   2170.896   -16.65953 | 
  5. |                             Las Vegas   4524.544   3899.735   -13.80933 | 
     |-------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. |                          Indianapolis   2107.693   1883.765   -10.62431 | 
  7. |                               Phoenix   3099.381     2789.8   -9.988479 | 
  8. |                                Fresno   3821.976   3448.707   -9.766383 | 
  9. | Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach   3905.666   3526.327   -9.712509 | 
 10. |                   Tampa-St Petersburg   2381.617     2170.8   -8.851857 | 
     +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

. gsort - denpoppdiff 

. list areaname denpopua denpop10 denpoppdiff in 1/10 

     +------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                              areaname   denpopua   denpop10   d~ppdiff | 
     |------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |                            Birmingham   1414.408   1583.928   11.98517 | 
  2. |                             Knoxville   1275.125   1387.443   8.808419 | 
  3. |                                Tucson   2385.469   2541.682   6.548507 | 
  4. |                             Milwaukee   2537.983   2700.991   6.422731 | 
  5. |                                Boston   1997.769   2109.777    5.60667 | 
     |------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. |                Greenville-Spartanburg   1181.892   1247.207   5.526239 | 
  7. | Greensboro--Winston-Salem--High Point   1400.366    1466.83    4.74624 | 
  8. |                               Detroit   2699.292   2807.049    3.99204 | 
  9. |                                 Tulsa   1951.353   2029.184   3.988562 | 
 10. |                            Louisville   2040.078   2113.167   3.582669 | 
     +------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
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The mean percentage difference in population density is -3.0 percent. So population 
densities are lower on average for the urban areas, even though the urban areas tend 
to be smaller in terms of area. This makes sense, however, given that peripheral tracts 
are included in the urban areas that are only partially urbanized, while the block-level 
delineation of Urbanized Areas avoids the inclusion of as much vacant land. The 
standard deviation is 6.7 percent, less than for area. This is encouraging, as density is a 
key indicator of the urban pattern. The range of difference is from 20.0 percent less to 
12.0 percent more.

The correlation of population densities between the types of areas is 0.9823, which is 
very high. This is extremely encouraging, as this is not a measure purely related to the 
sizes of the areas (though there is a correlation between size and density, of course).

The list of areas in which the percentage difference in density is smallest corresponds 
quite closely to the list of areas in which the percentage difference in areas is greatest, 
which is certainly logical. Likewise, the areas having the highest density differences 
were similar to the set of areas having the lowest area differences.

The general conclusion is that the sizes of the areas and the population densities varied 
somewhat more between the urban areas and the Urbanized Areas than I might have 
hoped. However, the extremely high correlations, especially the correlation for density, 
was very encouraging as to the usefulness of the urban areas for examining urban 
patterns.

Mapping the 2010 Urbanized Areas and Urban Areas

The previous analyses emphasized the differences between the urban areas delineated 
using the census tract data and the Census Urbanized Areas. It is important to 
counterbalance this with observations that the spatial extents of the two types of areas 
correspond quite well when viewed on a map. Some examples comparing the 2010 
urban areas and Urbanized Areas are presented in this section.

We begin with Birmingham and Knoxville, the two areas for which the percentage 
declines in areas from the Urbanized Areas were the smallest and the percentage 
increases in density were the greatest. Starting with Birmingham on the left, the cyan 
area is the extent of the Census Urbanized Area. The red outline shows the extent of 
the urban area using the census tract housing unit data in the Urban Patterns dataset. 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The Birmingham Urbanized Area extends out beyond the boundaries of the urban area, 
obviously including areas with census blocks meeting the minimum density criterion, 
while the census tracts included too much vacant land to do so. Nevertheless, the 
shape of the urban area generally corresponds to the shape of the Urbanized Area.

The map of Knoxville is on the right, above. Once again, the portions of the Urbanized 
Area extending beyond the urban area are obvious, but the urban area corresponds 
reasonably well to the core of the Urbanized Area.

Now we turn to the two areas where the differences in areas between the urban areas 
and the Urbanized Areas were the greatest, where the urban areas were significantly 
larger than the Urbanized Areas. These were Sacramento and Orlando. The difference 
was by far the greatest for Sacramento, which is on the left. Orlando is on the right:
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The Sacramento urban area has two large areas extending beyond the Urbanized Area, 
encompassing large tracts that met the minimum density threshold but that apparently 
had large amounts of outlying vacant land. Aside from these areas, the urban area 
corresponds quite closely to the Urbanized Area:

There are some areas in the southwestern part of the Orlando urban area that extend 
significantly beyond the Urbanized Area, again presumably due to larger tracts with 
lightly developed areas. There is also a gap between 2 Urbanized Area in the northern 
section. In the northern section of the urban area is the Deltona Urbanized Area, which 
the Census identifies as being separate from the Orlando Urbanized Area. Both 
Urbanized Areas are included among the contiguous urban-density tracts making up the 
2010 urban area. The less-developed gap between the 2 Urbanized Areas then also 
contributed to the difference in areas between the urban area and the Urbanized Areas.

These areas represent the extremes in terms of difference in area between the urban 
areas and the Urbanized Areas. It is important to emphasize that the correspondence 
between the urban area and Urbanized Area is closer, often much closer, for the other 
areas in the dataset.

To illustrate the more typical cases, we choose the areas that are numbers 29 and 30 
on the list of the 59 areas ordered by the percentage difference in area between the 
urban area and the Urbanized Areas. Oklahoma City was number 29 and closest to the 
mean percentage difference of -5.3 percent and Minneapolis-St. Paul was number 30 
and closest to the median of -4.6 percent. Oklahoma City is on the left and Minneapolis-
St. Paul is on the right:

The Oklahoma City urban area is obviously not a perfect match for the Urbanized Area, 
with the Urbanized Area extending beyond the urban area in places and vice versa. 
Note, however, the small rectangle within the urban area. That is a hole within the urban 
area that was not classified as urban, and see how that area is also not within the 
Urbanized Area.
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For Minneapolis-St. Paul, again there are differences in both directions, but general 
correspondence between the urban area and the Urbanized Area.

Finally, we look at some of the largest urban areas, having quite irregular and complex 
boundaries. Starting with Boston, on the left, and New York:

Proceeding to Washington-Baltimore (left) and Atlanta:
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Finishing with San Francisco-San Jose and Los Angeles:

The general correspondence between the urban areas and Urbanized Area is evident in 
all cases, even with the very complex shape of the San Francisco-San Jose area, which 
encompasses multiple Urbanized Areas.

2010 Urbanized Area Analysis Excluding Some Very Large Urban Area Tracts

The differences in areas between the urban areas and the Urbanized Areas prompted 
examination of the extents of the areas for the extreme cases on the maps. For those 
instances in which the urban areas were much smaller than the Urbanized Areas, one 
could only conclude that the larger tracts beyond the Urbanized Areas just did not have 
sufficient housing units to be designated as urban. There was little that could be done to 
change this, as it was a limitation inherent in the use of census tract data for the 
delineation of the urban areas.

For some of those metropolitan areas where the urban areas were much larger than the 
Urbanized Areas, a potential explanation became apparent. Some of those areas had 1 
or several very large tracts included in the urban area on the periphery. It was not 
unreasonable to assume that only a portion of those tracts was developed intensively 
enough the put the tract in the urban density category, while the majority of the tract 
consisted of vacant land. So the possibility arose that the delineation of those urban 
areas might be improved and made more comparable to the Urbanized Areas by 
excluding such extremely large tracts.

Implementing such an approach required the identification of a minimum size for the 
very large tracts to be excluded. Checking various thresholds led to the selection of the 
minimum of 40 square miles. For tracts of that size or above (16 tracts in the dataset), 
most of the areas of the tracts were not included within the Urbanized Area. Also, tracts 
greater than this size were all on the periphery and in only 2 instances would other 
tracts be excluded from the urban areas due to lack of contiguity if those tracts were not 
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designated urban. Moving down to a threshold of 35 square miles included tracts with 
substantial portions within the Urbanized Areas and several instances in which 
exclusion of the tracts would have excluded significant contiguous area. So the decision 
was made to create a second version of the Urban patterns dataset with tracts having 
urban densities greater than 40 square miles not considered to be urban but exurban. 
This only affected the designation of urban areas for 2010.

The total areas and populations of the revised 2010 urban areas were calculated and 
the results were combined with the data for the 2010 Urbanized Areas (the same data 
used in the previous analyses).

These are the results for the comparison of land areas:

. summ areaua area10 areadiff areapdiff areaabpdiff 

    Variable |       Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+-------------------------------------------------------- 
      areaua |        59    958.0954     846.795     171.28    4453.58 
      area10 |        59    897.9804     804.989   187.7388    4352.46 
    areadiff |        59   -60.11507    102.2706  -499.9152   67.04224 
   areapdiff |        59   -6.965467    9.303258   -32.1521   9.609272 
 areaabpdiff |        59    8.579705    7.811809   .0727246    32.1521 

. corr areaua area10 areadiff areapdiff areaabpdiff 
(obs=59) 

             |   areaua   area10 areadiff areapd~f areaab~f 
-------------+--------------------------------------------- 
      areaua |   1.0000 
      area10 |   0.9936   1.0000 
    areadiff |  -0.4591  -0.3559   1.0000 
   areapdiff |   0.0855   0.1726   0.6509   1.0000 
 areaabpdiff |  -0.1399  -0.2202  -0.5751  -0.9038   1.0000 

. gsort + areapdiff 

. list areaname areaua area10 areapdiff in 1/10 

     +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                              areaname    areaua      area10   areapdiff | 
     |-------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |                             Knoxville    438.15   297.27556    -32.1521 | 
  2. |                            Birmingham     529.9    377.0829   -28.83886 | 
  3. |                Greenville-Spartanburg    593.84   423.88644   -28.61942 | 
  4. |                             Charlotte   1155.95   840.45495   -27.29314 | 
  5. |                          Jacksonville    530.36     410.463   -22.60672 | 
     |-------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. | Greensboro--Winston-Salem--High Point    620.78   491.37716    -20.8452 | 
  7. |                                 Tulsa    335.91   272.16408   -18.97708 | 
  8. |                                Tucson    353.46   289.76636   -18.02004 | 
  9. |            Salt Lake City-Ogden-Provo    664.41   558.87093   -15.88463 | 
 10. |                                Boston   3323.41   2823.4948   -15.04224 | 
     +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

. gsort - areapdiff 

. list areaname areaua area10 areapdiff in 1/10 
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     +------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                              areaname    areaua      area10   areapd~f | 
     |------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |                                Fresno    171.28   187.73876   9.609272 | 
  2. |                                Austin    523.03   564.08866   7.850148 | 
  3. |                   Tampa-St Petersburg   1115.46   1172.3747   5.102355 | 
  4. |        San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose   1161.19   1218.6406   4.947565 | 
  5. |                               Orlando    852.42   892.93145   4.752522 | 
     |------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. | Miami-Fort Lauderdale-West Palm Beach   1543.36   1610.4022   4.343915 | 
  7. |                        Raleigh-Durham    699.88   721.81446   3.134029 | 
  8. |                              St Louis    923.64   951.55831   3.022638 | 
  9. |                              Columbus    510.46   523.16333   2.488606 | 
 10. |                           Los Angeles    2625.3   2659.1444   1.289164 | 
     +------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

The mean percentage difference in areas is obviously less, since tracts been dropped 
for some areas. The mean is now -7.0 percent as opposed to -5.3 percent for the 
original dataset. And of course the standard deviation is also lower, going from 10.2 to 
9.3 percent. The minimum percentage change is unchanged, but the maximum has 
gone from 20.6 percent to 9.6 percent. Sacramento is not only not the area with the 
largest difference, it is no longer in the top 10. Orlando dropped from second highest to 
fifth. Fresno now has the greatest percentage difference, unchanged from before 
because no large tracts were dropped from that area.

The correlation of 0.9936 is virtually the same as the previous correlation of 0.9935. 

Three of the areas on the original list of the areas with the greatest differences are no 
longer included on the revised list. And three others on the original list remain on the 
revised list but with reduced percentage differences.

Next come the analyses of population densities:

. summ denpopua denpop10 denpopdiff denpoppdiff denpopabpdiff  

    Variable |       Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+-------------------------------------------------------- 
    denpopua |        59    2632.663    956.1821   1181.892   5814.959 
    denpop10 |        59    2565.341    900.1798   1247.207   5608.128 
  denpopdiff |        59   -67.32218    150.4279  -433.9561   177.1171 
 denpoppdiff |        59   -1.959873    6.047123  -16.65953   11.98517 
denpopabpd~f |        59    5.076662       3.776   .1888329   16.65953 

. corr denpopua denpop10 denpopdiff denpoppdiff denpopabpdiff  
(obs=59) 

             | denpopua denpop10 d~opdiff d~ppdiff denpopa~ 
-------------+--------------------------------------------- 
    denpopua |   1.0000 
    denpop10 |   0.9887   1.0000 
  denpopdiff |  -0.4400  -0.3003   1.0000 
 denpoppdiff |  -0.2767  -0.1372   0.9372   1.0000 
denpopabpd~f |  -0.1685  -0.2613  -0.4927  -0.4587   1.0000 

. gsort + denpoppdiff 
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. list areaname denpopua denpop10 denpoppdiff in 1/10 

     +------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                       areaname   denpopua   denpop10   denpopp~f | 
     |------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |                         Austin   2604.852   2170.896   -16.65953 | 
  2. |                 Raleigh-Durham   1761.006   1473.845   -16.30662 | 
  3. |                        Orlando   2354.187   2079.151   -11.68285 | 
  4. |                   Indianapolis   2107.693   1883.765   -10.62431 | 
  5. |                         Fresno   3821.976   3448.707   -9.766383 | 
     |------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. |            Tampa-St Petersburg   2381.617     2170.8   -8.851857 | 
  7. |                       Columbus   2680.004   2444.344   -8.793293 | 
  8. |                     Sacramento   3659.676   3344.232   -8.619429 | 
  9. |        Albany-Schenectady-Troy   1931.544   1765.503   -8.596273 | 
 10. | San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose   5241.182   4820.589    -8.02476 | 
     +------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

. gsort - denpoppdiff 

. list areaname denpopua denpop10 denpoppdiff in 1/10 

     +------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                              areaname   denpopua   denpop10   d~ppdiff | 
     |------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |                            Birmingham   1414.408   1583.928   11.98517 | 
  2. |                          Jacksonville   2008.483     2185.6    8.81845 | 
  3. |                             Knoxville   1275.125   1387.443   8.808419 | 
  4. |                                Tucson   2385.469   2541.682   6.548507 | 
  5. |                             Milwaukee   2537.983   2700.991   6.422731 | 
     |------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. |                                Boston   1997.769   2109.777    5.60667 | 
  7. |                Greenville-Spartanburg   1181.892   1247.207   5.526239 | 
  8. | Greensboro--Winston-Salem--High Point   1400.366    1466.83    4.74624 | 
  9. |                  Washington-Baltimore   3227.883   3359.656   4.082341 | 
 10. |                               Detroit   2699.292   2807.049    3.99204 | 
     +------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

The mean percentage difference is now -2.0 percent compared with -3.0 percent with 
the original data. The standard devision is now 6.0 as oppose to 6.7 percent before. The 
minimum density difference is -16.7 percent compared with -20.0 percent before. The 
maximum is unchanged. The differences are the result of some areas having reduced 
land areas and hence increased densities.

The correlation is now 0.9887. In the previous analysis it was 0.9823.

Dropping the very large tracts had the greatest impact on the comparison of land areas, 
which makes sense. It had a more modest effect on population densities. It is difficult to 
conclude from the summary results that the correspondence of population densities has 
been greatly improved (though differences are significantly reduced for some individual 
areas, especially Sacramento).
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2000 Urbanized Area Analysis

Because tracts that become urban in earlier years tend to be smaller, it was 
hypothesized that the correspondence between the urban areas and Urbanized Areas 
could be closer in those earlier years. To test this, comparable comparisons were made 
between the 2000 urban areas delineated using tract data and the 2000 census 
Urbanized Areas.

These are the results comparing the areas:

. summ areaua00 area00 areadiff areapdiff areaabpdiff 

    Variable |       Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+-------------------------------------------------------- 
    areaua00 |        59    788.1821    736.5681   138.6226   4323.136 
      area00 |        59    739.5035    686.7698   136.3299   3937.629 
    areadiff |        59   -48.67861    87.41226   -385.507   93.41245 
   areapdiff |        59   -6.146819    8.648907   -23.6622   12.54515 
 areaabpdiff |        59    8.309002    6.558093   .0947398    23.6622 

. corr areaua00 area00 areadiff areapdiff areaabpdiff 
(obs=59) 

             | areaua00   area00 areadiff areapd~f areaab~f 
-------------+--------------------------------------------- 
    areaua00 |   1.0000 
      area00 |   0.9949   1.0000 
    areadiff |  -0.6098  -0.5267   1.0000 
   areapdiff |  -0.0037   0.0764   0.6310   1.0000 
 areaabpdiff |  -0.0842  -0.1543  -0.5023  -0.8207   1.0000 

. gsort +areapdiff 

. list areaname areaua00 area00 areapdiff in 1/10 

     +------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                                  areaname   areaua00      area00   areapdiff | 
     |------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |                    San Diego-Carlsbad, CA   782.2863   597.18011    -23.6622 | 
  2. | Greensboro--Winston-Salem--High Point, NC   480.8968    373.2353   -22.38765 | 
  3. |       Greenville-Spartanburg-Anderson, SC   419.8968   331.40529   -21.07459 | 
  4. |             Milwaukee-Racine-Waukesha, WI   532.9012   421.89859   -20.82986 | 
  5. |           Tulsa-Muskogee-Bartlesville, OK   261.4036   208.48188   -20.24521 | 
     |------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. |            Indianapolis-Carmel-Muncie, IN   552.9205   454.09806   -17.87282 | 
  7. |      Knoxville-Morristown-Sevierville, TN   339.4843   279.70702   -17.60827 | 
  8. |   Pittsburgh-New Castle-Weirton, PA-OH-WV   852.3964   706.01966   -17.17238 | 
  9. |             Virginia Beach-Norfolk, VA-NC   526.8016   436.95407   -17.05528 | 
 10. |           Birmingham-Hoover-Talladega, AL   392.0986   325.88479   -16.88703 | 
     +------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

. gsort -areapdiff 

. list areaname areaua00 area00 areapdiff in 1/10 
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     +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                                 areaname   areaua00      area00   areapd~f | 
     |----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |           Columbus-Marion-Zanesville, OH   397.7076   447.60055   12.54515 | 
  2. |       San Jose-San Francisco-Oakland, CA   1078.327   1171.7396   8.662719 | 
  3. |      New Orleans-Metairie-Hammond, LA-MS   197.8359   211.76496    7.04071 | 
  4. |                        Denver-Aurora, CO   562.9843   596.53306   5.959085 | 
  5. | Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Port St. Lucie, FL   1116.093   1175.5663   5.328669 | 
     |----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. |                    Austin-Round Rock, TX   318.1267   332.63463   4.560412 | 
  7. |                Oklahoma City-Shawnee, OK   322.3521   336.94242   4.526212 | 
  8. |            San Antonio-New Braunfels, TX   407.5592   423.38372   3.882753 | 
  9. |               Las Vegas-Henderson, NV-AZ   285.9079   294.84579   3.126133 | 
 10. |       Rochester-Batavia-Seneca Falls, NY   295.1534   303.89583   2.962013 | 
     +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

The mean percentage difference is -6.1 with a standard deviation of 8.6. This compares 
with -5.3 and 10.2 for the 2010 data with the first analysis using original version of the 
dataset, somewhat lower variatiation. The range before was from -32.2 to +20.6. Now 
the range is -23.7 to +12.6. This is substantially less than before.

The correlation is 0.9949 as opposed to 0.9935 before, not much difference but an 
improvement.

Now for population density:

. summ denua00 den00 dendiff denpdiff denabpdiff 

    Variable |       Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+-------------------------------------------------------- 
     denua00 |        59    2762.166    1012.039    1236.67   6063.498 
       den00 |        59    2720.853    967.7432   1254.733   5925.131 
     dendiff |        59   -41.31331    211.3135  -566.8091   810.6472 
    denpdiff |        59   -1.056401    6.678546  -13.25849   23.71185 
  denabpdiff |        59     5.36826    4.052546   .1092864   23.71185 

. corr denua00 den00 dendiff denpdiff denabpdiff 
(obs=59) 

             |  denua00    den00  dendiff denpdiff denabp~f 
-------------+--------------------------------------------- 
     denua00 |   1.0000 
       den00 |   0.9782   1.0000 
     dendiff |  -0.3094  -0.1052   1.0000 
    denpdiff |  -0.1826   0.0171   0.9528   1.0000 
  denabpdiff |   0.1974   0.2219   0.0707   0.0545   1.0000 

. gsort +denpdiff 

. list areaname denua00 den00 denpdiff in 1/10 
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     +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                            areaname    denua00      den00    denpdiff | 
     |-----------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |      Columbus-Marion-Zanesville, OH   2849.312   2471.536   -13.25849 | 
  2. |               Austin-Round Rock, TX   2835.096   2514.961   -11.29188 | 
  3. |  San Jose-San Francisco-Oakland, CA   5352.087   4785.278   -10.59043 | 
  4. |                   Denver-Aurora, CO   3832.389   3432.408   -10.43685 | 
  5. |           Oklahoma City-Shawnee, OK   2317.351   2081.557   -10.17515 | 
     |-----------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. | New Orleans-Metairie-Hammond, LA-MS   5101.617   4618.564    -9.46862 | 
  7. |         Harrisburg-York-Lebanon, PA   1699.529   1544.411   -9.127104 | 
  8. |  Rochester-Batavia-Seneca Falls, NY   2352.662   2148.378   -8.683108 | 
  9. |            Charlotte-Concord, NC-SC     1537.1   1409.931   -8.273312 | 
 10. |      Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, NC   1740.846    1614.85   -7.237616 | 
     +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

. gsort -denpdiff 

. list areaname denua00 den00 denpdiff in 1/10 

          
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
|                                       areaname    denua00      den00   denpdiff |     
|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |                    San Diego-Carlsbad, CA   3418.743   4229.391   23.71185 | 
  2. |             Virginia Beach-Norfolk, VA-NC   2646.991   2936.787   10.94813 | 
  3. |                   Buffalo-Cheektowaga, NY   2663.537   2899.404   8.855393 | 
  4. |           Tulsa-Muskogee-Bartlesville, OK   2135.889   2324.835   8.846272 | 
  5. |  Boston-Worcester-Providence, MA-RI-NH-CT    2325.37   2474.662   6.420172 | 
|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. |              New York-Newark, NY-NJ-CT-PA   4567.874   4859.566   6.385725 | 
  7. |             Milwaukee-Racine-Waukesha, WI   2699.296   2870.112   6.328147 | 
  8. |   Pittsburgh-New Castle-Weirton, PA-OH-WV   2056.714   2183.865   6.182245 | 
  9. |                        Tucson-Nogales, AZ   2472.662   2615.765   5.787408 | 
 10. | Washington-Baltimore-Arlington, DC-MD-VA-   3185.535   3351.911   5.222851 | 
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

Percentage difference in density is -1.1 percent with a standard deviation of 6.7. This 
compares with mean and standard deviation of -3.0 and 6.7 for the 2010 data. So a little 
less mean decline but the same variation. The range here is -13.3 to +23.7. For the 
original 2010 analysis, the range was -20.0 to +12.0. So a bit better on the bottom, 
much worse at the top.

Correlation here is 0.9782 is lower than the correlation of 0.9823 for 2010.

In the listing of the extreme cases, San Diego stands out with a large increase in density 
of 23.7 percent. This is an outlier, far in excess of the next largest value of 10.9 percent 
for Virginia Beach-Norfolk.

The reason for the problem with San Diego is very clear and was observed when the 
2000 Urbanized Areas were first mapped. For 2000, the San Diego Urbanized Area 
included the entire area of the Camp Pendleton Marine base, a large, mainly nonurban 
expanse at the north edge of the San Diego area (necessarily mainly nonurban, given 
its use for such things as artillery practice and amphibious assaults). Its inclusion in the 
urbanized area was a product of the rules for defining  blocks and census tracts for 
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military installations in 2000, rules that were changed for 2010. That caused a large 
drop in the Urbanized Area density, which explains the large increase from the 
Urbanized Area value to the urban area value. (This supports the use of a consistent 
urban definition over time as used for the Urban Patterns dataset.)

San Diego is such an outlier because of the anomaly in the census delineation. So it 
makes some sense to rerun these analyses excluding San Diego.

These are the results for area for the 58 areas excluding San Diego:

. summ areaua00 area00 areadiff areapdiff areaabpdiff if areanum != 51 

    Variable |       Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+-------------------------------------------------------- 
    areaua00 |        58    788.2838    743.0008   138.6226   4323.136 
      area00 |        58    741.9574     692.507   136.3299   3937.629 
    areadiff |        58   -46.32641    86.27161   -385.507   93.41245 
   areapdiff |        58    -5.84483    8.404814  -22.38765   12.54515 
 areaabpdiff |        58    8.044291    6.289385   .0947398   22.38765 

. corr areaua00 area00 areadiff areapdiff areaabpdiff if areanum != 51 
(obs=58) 

             | areaua00   area00 areadiff areapd~f areaab~f 
-------------+--------------------------------------------- 
    areaua00 |   1.0000 
      area00 |   0.9952   1.0000 
    areadiff |  -0.6235  -0.5443   1.0000 
   areapdiff |  -0.0041   0.0717   0.6106   1.0000 
 areaabpdiff |  -0.0882  -0.1534  -0.4711  -0.8053   1.0000 

. gsort +areapdiff 

. list areaname areaua00 area00 areapdiff in 1/11 if areanum != 51 

     +------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                                  areaname   areaua00      area00   areapdiff | 
     |------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  2. | Greensboro--Winston-Salem--High Point, NC   480.8968    373.2353   -22.38765 | 
  3. |       Greenville-Spartanburg-Anderson, SC   419.8968   331.40529   -21.07459 | 
  4. |             Milwaukee-Racine-Waukesha, WI   532.9012   421.89859   -20.82986 | 
  5. |           Tulsa-Muskogee-Bartlesville, OK   261.4036   208.48188   -20.24521 | 
  6. |            Indianapolis-Carmel-Muncie, IN   552.9205   454.09806   -17.87282 | 
     |------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  7. |      Knoxville-Morristown-Sevierville, TN   339.4843   279.70702   -17.60827 | 
  8. |   Pittsburgh-New Castle-Weirton, PA-OH-WV   852.3964   706.01966   -17.17238 | 
  9. |             Virginia Beach-Norfolk, VA-NC   526.8016   436.95407   -17.05528 | 
 10. |           Birmingham-Hoover-Talladega, AL   392.0986   325.88479   -16.88703 | 
 11. |                   Buffalo-Cheektowaga, NY    366.694   305.63179   -16.65208 | 
     +------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

. gsort -areapdiff 

. list areaname areaua00 area00 areapdiff in 1/10 
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     +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                                 areaname   areaua00      area00   areapd~f | 
     |----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |           Columbus-Marion-Zanesville, OH   397.7076   447.60055   12.54515 | 
  2. |       San Jose-San Francisco-Oakland, CA   1078.327   1171.7396   8.662719 | 
  3. |      New Orleans-Metairie-Hammond, LA-MS   197.8359   211.76496    7.04071 | 
  4. |                        Denver-Aurora, CO   562.9843   596.53306   5.959085 | 
  5. | Miami-Fort Lauderdale-Port St. Lucie, FL   1116.093   1175.5663   5.328669 | 
     |----------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. |                    Austin-Round Rock, TX   318.1267   332.63463   4.560412 | 
  7. |                Oklahoma City-Shawnee, OK   322.3521   336.94242   4.526212 | 
  8. |            San Antonio-New Braunfels, TX   407.5592   423.38372   3.882753 | 
  9. |               Las Vegas-Henderson, NV-AZ   285.9079   294.84579   3.126133 | 
 10. |       Rochester-Batavia-Seneca Falls, NY   295.1534   303.89583   2.962013 | 
     +----------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

Now the percentage difference mean and standard deviation are -5.8 and 8.4, 
compared with -6.1 and 8.6 with San Diego and -5.3 and 10.2 for the 2010 data. So a 
bit more of an improvement over 2010 is seen now. Range is now -22.4 to +12.6, not an 
appreciable improvement

The correlation of 0.9952 is a tiny bit better than 0.9949 with San Diego and 0.9936 for 
2010.

So comparing areas, there are not significant differences when dropping San Diego.

These are the results for population density for the 58 areas excluding San Diego:

. summ denua00 den00 dendiff denpdiff denabpdiff if areanum != 51 

    Variable |       Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+-------------------------------------------------------- 
     denua00 |        58    2750.846    1017.103    1236.67   6063.498 
       den00 |        58    2694.844    955.1673   1254.733   5925.131 
     dendiff |        58   -56.00228    180.2311  -566.8091   291.6919 
    denpdiff |        58    -1.48344    5.868336  -13.25849   10.94813 
  denabpdiff |        58    5.051991    3.272032   .1092864   13.25849 

. corr denua00 den00 dendiff denpdiff denabpdiff if areanum != 51 
(obs=58) 

             |  denua00    den00  dendiff denpdiff denabp~f 
-------------+--------------------------------------------- 
     denua00 |   1.0000 
       den00 |   0.9853   1.0000 
     dendiff |  -0.4218  -0.2604   1.0000 
    denpdiff |  -0.2590  -0.0989   0.9376   1.0000 
  denabpdiff |   0.1829   0.1253  -0.3685  -0.3442   1.0000 

. gsort +denpdiff 

. list areaname denua00 den00 denpdiff in 1/10 
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     +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                            areaname    denua00      den00    denpdiff | 
     |-----------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |      Columbus-Marion-Zanesville, OH   2849.312   2471.536   -13.25849 | 
  2. |               Austin-Round Rock, TX   2835.096   2514.961   -11.29188 | 
  3. |  San Jose-San Francisco-Oakland, CA   5352.087   4785.278   -10.59043 | 
  4. |                   Denver-Aurora, CO   3832.389   3432.408   -10.43685 | 
  5. |           Oklahoma City-Shawnee, OK   2317.351   2081.557   -10.17515 | 
     |-----------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. | New Orleans-Metairie-Hammond, LA-MS   5101.617   4618.564    -9.46862 | 
  7. |         Harrisburg-York-Lebanon, PA   1699.529   1544.411   -9.127104 | 
  8. |  Rochester-Batavia-Seneca Falls, NY   2352.662   2148.378   -8.683108 | 
  9. |            Charlotte-Concord, NC-SC     1537.1   1409.931   -8.273312 | 
 10. |      Raleigh-Durham-Chapel Hill, NC   1740.846    1614.85   -7.237616 | 
     +-----------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

. gsort -denpdiff 

. list areaname denua00 den00 denpdiff in 1/11 if areanum != 51 

     
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                                  areaname    denua00      den00   denpdiff | 
|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  2. |             Virginia Beach-Norfolk, VA-NC   2646.991   2936.787   10.94813 | 
  3. |                   Buffalo-Cheektowaga, NY   2663.537   2899.404   8.855393 | 
  4. |           Tulsa-Muskogee-Bartlesville, OK   2135.889   2324.835   8.846272 | 
  5. |  Boston-Worcester-Providence, MA-RI-NH-CT    2325.37   2474.662   6.420172 | 
  6. |              New York-Newark, NY-NJ-CT-PA   4567.874   4859.566   6.385725 | 
|---------------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  7. |             Milwaukee-Racine-Waukesha, WI   2699.296   2870.112   6.328147 | 
  8. |   Pittsburgh-New Castle-Weirton, PA-OH-WV   2056.714   2183.865   6.182245 | 
  9. |                        Tucson-Nogales, AZ   2472.662   2615.765   5.787408 | 
 10. | Washington-Baltimore-Arlington, DC-MD-VA-   3185.535   3351.911   5.222851 | 
 11. | Greensboro--Winston-Salem--High Point, NC   1455.651   1529.928    5.10263 | 
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

Now the mean percentage difference in density is -1.5 percent with a standard deviation 
of 5.9 percent. This compares with a mean of -1.1 and a standard deviation of 6.7 with 
San Diego included, and a mean and standard deviation of -3.0 and 6.7 for the 2010 
data. So now it is no longer worse, though hard to say significantly better. With San 
Diego excluded, the range is -13.3 to +10.9, much better than -13.3 to +23.7 with San 
Diego. This also compares favorably with the range of -20.0 to +12.0 for 2010.

The correlation now is 0.9853, compared with 0.9782 with San Diego and 0.9823 for 
2010.

The analyses with San Diego excluded show at least modest improvements in the 
correspondence of both area and density in 2000 as compared with the original analysis 
for 2010.

1990 Urbanized Area Analysis

The moderate improvements in the correspondence of the urban areas to the Urbanized 
Areas for 2000 compared with 2010 provided the motivation for extending the 
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comparison to the 1990 Urbanized Areas. Analyses proceeded in the same manner as 
before.

These are the results for 1990 for the comparison of the areas of the urban areas and 
the Urbanized Areas:

. summ areaua90 area90 areadiff areapdiff areaabpdiff 

    Variable |       Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+-------------------------------------------------------- 
    areaua90 |        59    682.1881    618.6054      132.7     3516.6 
      area90 |        59     600.646     590.486   118.1212    3481.61 
    areadiff |        59   -81.54217    117.5316  -462.8089   87.91132 
   areapdiff |        59   -12.56079     17.4976  -58.23299   24.60343 
 areaabpdiff |        59    17.23664    12.82323   .2606042   58.23299 

. corr areaua90 area90 areadiff areapdiff areaabpdiff 
(obs=59) 

             | areaua90   area90 areadiff areapd~f areaab~f 
-------------+--------------------------------------------- 
    areaua90 |   1.0000 
      area90 |   0.9822   1.0000 
    areadiff |  -0.3288  -0.1454   1.0000 
   areapdiff |   0.0390   0.1910   0.7544   1.0000 
 areaabpdiff |  -0.2538  -0.3927  -0.6373  -0.7738   1.0000 

. gsort +areapdiff 

. list areaname areaua90 area90 areapdiff in 1/10 

     +---------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                   areaname   areaua90      area90   areapdiff | 
     |---------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |              Oklahoma City      646.8   270.14902   -58.23299 | 
  2. |                  Nashville      483.5   283.43686   -41.37811 | 
  3. |     Norfolk-Virginia Beach      663.7   398.95084   -39.88988 | 
  4. |                      Tulsa      304.4   192.93159   -36.61906 | 
  5. | Salt Lake City-Ogden-Provo      506.6   322.98315   -36.24494 | 
     |---------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. |               Jacksonville      507.7   330.44062    -34.9142 | 
  7. |        Minneapolis-St Paul       1063   698.73781   -34.26737 | 
  8. |                Kansas City      761.8    504.3743   -33.79177 | 
  9. |                    El Paso      220.4   149.00125   -32.39507 | 
 10. |                  Las Vegas      231.1   156.67811   -32.20333 | 
     +---------------------------------------------------------------+ 

. gsort -areapdiff 

. list areaname areaua90 area90 areapdiff in 1/10 
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     +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                              areaname   areaua90      area90   areapd~f | 
     |-------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |               Albany-Schenectady-Troy      208.7   260.04735   24.60343 | 
  2. |                       Harrisburg-York        207   245.23863   18.47276 | 
  3. |                             Rochester        220   258.22194   17.37361 | 
  4. |                              Hartford      345.4   404.73048   17.17732 | 
  5. |                Greenville-Spartanburg      230.1   262.27938   13.98495 | 
     |-------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. | Greensboro--Winston-Salem--High Point      297.3   329.04205   10.67678 | 
  7. |                            Louisville      282.6   309.07002   9.366601 | 
  8. |                                Dayton      273.4   297.83471    8.93735 | 
  9. |                               Atlanta     1136.7   1224.6113   7.733907 | 
 10. |                                Boston     1608.1   1667.9789   3.723581 | 
     +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

The mean percentage difference in area is -12.6 percent with a standard deviation of 
17.5 percent. This is a much greater drop than either of the preceding years, with a 
standard deviation twice that in 2000 and nearly twice the 2010 value. The range is 
likewise far greater. Increases range up to +24.6 percent. But it is in the direction of 
decreased areas that the differences are most extreme, going down to -58.2 percent 
and all of the 10 areas with the greatest declines have decreases of more than 30 
percent.

The most important reason explaining why some 1990 Urbanized Areas are so much 
larger in terms of area than the urban areas lies in the Census definitions of Urbanized 
Areas for 1990 and before. In those years, the entire area of an urban place (most often 
an incorporated jurisdiction) was included as part of the Urbanized Area and was 
counted as urban. Those cities able to annex vacant land beyond their built-up areas 
and choosing to do so contributed to the greater land areas of their Urbanized Areas.

For completeness, these are the comparisons of population densities for 1990:

. summ denua90 den90 dendiff denpdiff denabpdiff 

    Variable |       Obs        Mean    Std. Dev.       Min        Max 
-------------+-------------------------------------------------------- 
     denua90 |        59    2557.766    851.0097   1185.717   5012.422 
       den90 |        59    2815.258    926.5191   1298.939    5625.19 
     dendiff |        59    257.4919     399.538  -473.6312   1000.467 
    denpdiff |        59    11.84571    19.92634  -19.41577   81.80949 
  denabpdiff |        59    16.49515    16.21782   .0710656   81.80949 

. corr denua90 den90 dendiff denpdiff denabpdiff 
(obs=59) 

             |  denua90    den90  dendiff denpdiff denabp~f 
-------------+--------------------------------------------- 
     denua90 |   1.0000 
       den90 |   0.9024   1.0000 
     dendiff |  -0.0374   0.3969   1.0000 
    denpdiff |  -0.2729   0.1437   0.9146   1.0000 
  denabpdiff |  -0.4327  -0.0820   0.7314   0.8706   1.0000 

. gsort +denpdiff 
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. list areaname denua90 den90 denpdiff in 1/10 

     +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |                              areaname    denua90      den90    denpdiff | 
     |-------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |               Albany-Schenectady-Troy   2439.416   1965.784   -19.41577 | 
  2. |                       Harrisburg-York   2104.246   1737.292   -17.43878 | 
  3. |                Greenville-Spartanburg   1534.003   1298.939   -15.32352 | 
  4. |                             Rochester   2816.604   2388.418   -15.20222 | 
  5. | Greensboro--Winston-Salem--High Point   1642.711    1427.62   -13.09366 | 
     |-------------------------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. |                              Hartford   2263.115   2030.406   -10.28272 | 
  7. |                            Louisville   2671.465   2415.731   -9.572796 | 
  8. |                               Atlanta   1898.307    1736.56   -8.520613 | 
  9. |                                Dayton   2243.844    2062.52   -8.080974 | 
 10. |                                Boston   2858.896   2695.752    -5.70654 | 
     +-------------------------------------------------------------------------+ 

. gsort -denpdiff 

. list areaname denua90 den90 denpdiff in 1/10 

     +---------------------------------------------------------+ 
     |               areaname    denua90      den90   denpdiff | 
     |---------------------------------------------------------| 
  1. |          Oklahoma City   1212.778   2204.946   81.80949 | 
  2. |              Nashville   1185.717   1786.447   50.66393 | 
  3. | Norfolk-Virginia Beach   1993.518   2993.985   50.18602 | 
  4. |                  Tulsa   1559.356   2244.029   43.90738 | 
  5. |    Minneapolis-St Paul   1956.422   2785.577   42.38124 | 
     |---------------------------------------------------------| 
  6. |           Jacksonville   1454.428   2024.521   39.19709 | 
  7. |            Kansas City   1674.084   2292.111   36.91736 | 
  8. |              Milwaukee   2395.104   3275.364   36.75251 | 
  9. |                El Paso   2590.821   3526.487   36.11465 | 
 10. |              Las Vegas   3017.516   4000.565   32.57809 | 
     +---------------------------------------------------------+ 

As expected, the variations in density are also great, with increases extending to over 
80 percent for Oklahoma City and the 40 to 50 percent range for 4 additional areas.

The 1990 comparisons say more about the Census Urbanized Area definition than they 
do about the tract-based delineation of urban areas.

Conclusions

This analysis began with the idea that it would be evaluating the quality of the urban 
area delineation using census tracts. And indeed, it identified some minor issues 
involving the inclusion of some very large tracts at the periphery of a small number of 
urban areas in 2010.

Since tracts tend to be larger as one moves out from the center of urban areas, large 
tracts would be expected to be a greater problem in more recent years as urban areas 
expanded. This would suggest that the urban areas would correspond more closely to 
Urbanized Areas in earlier years. And there was some slight evidence supporting this 
going from 2010 to 2000 (especially after the exclusion of San Diego as an outlier).
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However, the problem with San Diego revealed the problems and inconsistencies with 
the Urbanized Area definitions. The Census included the largely nonurban area of the 
Camp Pendleton Marine base north of San Diego within the Urbanized Area. There 
seems little question that the tract-based urban area better represented the urban, built-
up area around San Diego in 2000 than did the Urbanized Area.

Continuing the urban area-Urbanized Area comparison back to 1990 revealed more 
extensive problems with the Census Urbanized Areas in that year. Numbers of 
Urbanized Areas had areas that were much greater than the areas of the tract-based 
urban areas. It is quite clear that this was a result of the practice of including all of the 
area of incorporated municipalities within the Urbanized Area. Cities that had been able 
to aggressively annex vacant land beyond the current extent of urban development 
were in this sense “over-bounded,” and therefore contributed to over-bounded 
Urbanized Areas.

This practice of relying on the boundaries of urban places, including incorporated 
municipalities, for the delineation of Urbanized Areas goes back to the start of the 
Urbanized Area program in 1950. The extent of over-bounding resulting from this 
practice cannot be inferred from the census.

The conclusion is that the tract-based urban areas, despite some problems, represent a 
more consistent definition of the extent of urban development over time than the 
Census Urbanized Areas.
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